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Long-Range Transportation Revenue Forecast

VDOT completed the most recent long-range forecast for 
transportation funding in January 2010

This required:
– Forecasting revenues out to fiscal year 2040
– Distribution of revenues to the various transportation programs
– Distribution of the program amounts across the state and to the 

l t d M t lit Pl i O i tirelated Metropolitan Planning Organizations

The starting point for the 2040 long-range plan was the Revised 
Fiscal Year 2010 2015 plan adopted by the CommonwealthFiscal Year 2010 – 2015 plan adopted by the Commonwealth 
Transportation Board in December 2009.
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Revenues

The long-range plan is supported by estimated revenues from:

– State Transportation Revenue Sources

F d l T i R S– Federal Transportation Revenue Sources

– Capital Projects Revenue Bonds 
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State Revenues

The major state transportation revenue sources are:

– Motor Vehicle Fuels Tax
– State General Sales & Use Tax

M V hi l S l & U T– Motor Vehicle Sales & Use Tax
– International Registration Plan
– License Fees
– Recordation TaxRecordation Tax

The revenue estimates for these sources are developed by the 
Department of Taxation for the current six-year period.y
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State Revenues (cont.)

In prior long-range plans, growth beyond the current six-year 
financial plan was based the on the average growth over those six 
years.

The current six-year period includes large swings, down in early 
years, followed by significant increases as the recession is 
anticipated to end, leveling off toward the end.

For this reason, growth rates have been determined for each revenue , g
source in consultation with the Department of Taxation.

The average annual growth rate for FY 2016 – 2040 for the major 
HMOF and TTF state revenues is 3.5%.HMOF and TTF state revenues is 3.5%.
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Federal Revenues

Revenues from the Federal Highway Administration are the single 
largest transportation revenue source.

The federal revenues are provided in federal categories that direct 
how the funds can be used.

The major federal funding categories are:
– Interstate Maintenance (IM)
– National Highway System (NHS)National Highway System (NHS)
– Surface Transportation System (STP)
– Equity Bonus (EB)
– Bridge
– Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
– Highway Safety
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Federal Revenues (cont.)

SAFETEA-LU, the current federal transportation authorizing 
legislation, expired in September 2009.

The federal highway program has been operating under a continuing 
resolution since then.  However, it expired on February 28, 2010.

Immediate Congressional action is needed for the federal highway 
program to continue.

There is significant uncertainty about the funding levels that will be 
provided by the next federal transportation legislation.

Given the unknown direction of the federal transportation program, a 
conservative approach to forecasting future federal transportation 
revenues has been taken.
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Federal Revenues (cont.)

Future federal revenue growth is based on Virginia’s estimated fuel 
ti th f 0 6% b d d t f th Vi i iconsumption growth of 0.6% based on data from the Virginia 

Department of Taxation. 

Taking into consideration the concerns of AASHTO and recognizing 
that the current revenues of the Federal Highway Trust Fundthat the current revenues of the Federal Highway Trust Fund 
cannot support the funding levels provided by SAFETEA-LU, a 
federal reserve has been implemented and continued throughout 
the planning period.

The federal reserve is essentially a set-aside of federal revenues that 
are not programmed to protect the constrained nature of our 
planning process.

Once the future direction of the federal transportation program is 
known, it will be reflected in future updates to the long-range plan.
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Bond Revenues

The long-range plan is supported by anticipated proceeds from the 
Capital Projects Revenue (CPR) Bonds that were authorized by  
HB 3202 in 2007.

A major purpose of the bonds was to provide state funds to match 
the federal revenues.

In this long-range plan, CPR bonds are utilized through FY 2029 for 
federal matching purposes.g p p
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Allocations

Maintenance

Transportation’s first priority is to provide for the maintenance of the 
existing infrastructure.

VDOT’s maintenance program and maintenance payments to 
localities are forecasted with a growth rate of 4% until FY 2022, at 
which time that level of growth can no longer be sustained.

Thi th i l ibl d t VDOT’ i t f diThis growth is only possible due to VDOT’s maintenance funding 
being partially provided from federal funds, averaging 20% from 
2016 – 2040. 

The long range plan distributes the maintenance funds to theThe long-range plan distributes the maintenance funds to the 
districts based on the districts average share of the total and then 
to the MPOs based on population.
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Allocations (cont.)

Construction

No funding through the state construction formula for the primary, 
secondary or urban programs is anticipated through the forecast 

i dperiod.

This is due to maintenance funding needs outpacing revenue growth 
– no funds are available for formula distribution.

The state match for federal funds is provided to fully utilize 
anticipated federal funds.

FY 2010 2015 t b d th CTB d R i dFYs 2010 – 2015 amounts are based on the CTB approved Revised  
FY 2010 – 2015 Six-Year Improvement Program.
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Allocations (cont.)

Construction (cont.)

FYs 2016 – 2040

– All discretionary construction items are shown in the Dedicated and 
St t id C t ti i (60302) i th hi h tStatewide Construction service area (60302) since the highway system 
on which it will be used is unknown. 

– The Federal Regional STP funds are distributed based on population.

– The Federal STP for Areas under 200,000 Population funds are 
distributed based on population, mostly to areas outside of the MPO. 

– Federal Bridge funds are divided amongst the districts based on 
documented bridge needs and then to the MPOs by population.documented bridge needs and then to the MPOs by population.

– IM and NHS are divided amongst the districts based on documented 
interstate needs and then to the MPOs by population.
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Summary of Funding Forecast for Hampton Roads

Over the FY 2010 – 2040 planning period, $19.3 billion is forecasted to 
be directed to the Hampton Roads MPO.

Maintenance – VDOT $9.6 billion
Maintenance – Localities $6.8 billion
Construction $2.3 billion
Admin and Other areas $0.6 billion
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